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1 Stimuleye
Stimuleye was a content management system project I worked on last April inspired by a folder of images I keep on
my desktop for reference and inspiration. Motivated by a love for blogging and an extensive bookmark collection, I
wanted an online repository that would enable me to create a personal collection of media found on the internet that
I could reference and add to from anywhere online. An additional key feature I wanted to include was the ability to
share and for others to be able to start their own collection. Since then, a very similar product was launched at the end
of August called Gimmebar which is a much more robust version of my idea for a scrapbooking content management
system. This is a documentation of the planning stages for the CMS.
In Stimuleye the user is allowed to create albums, sub-albums, organize, search and share their finds on a dedicated
database while visitors to the site have the ability to browse collections. Additionally, the database will keep a copy of
the image to store on it’s own server so that content is permanent in the event of broken links.

Functional Specs
- Registration and log in for account owners
- Visitors can browse and search galleries
-	Uploading of images via url or desktop upload
-	Ability to create and organize new categories, delete
		
categories, and create subcategories
-	Images can be reside in multiple categories or subcategories
-	Image tagging
- Search functionaliy

- Search filters: date added, author, tag(s), size of image,
		 and categories
- Keywords auto-generated for every image saved.
- Description includes category, artist name, date, original
		 source link, and tags
-	Automatically add author signature, date, and original source
		 link in metadata
-Ability to follow others and be followed

Use-Case Diagram
The use-case diagram was created to graphically illustrate the functionality between actors and the system.
This was helpful in understanding what functions were
necessary for the goals of the database and was also
helpful in creating the entity-relationship diagram.
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Entity-Relationship Diagram
I created an entity-relationship
diagram to determine the relationship between the entities in the
database. There are four entities
in the system. The user, the image, the albums and the weaker
entity sub-album. Users actions are
limited to browse, search and save
images.

Interaction Task Flow

1

Users begin by registering an account and logging in. After downloading and installing a bookmarklet they can

		

then add images via rightclick or upload from their desktop. Visitors are limited to browsing only. Account

		

holders can follow other members.

2
		

3

From the User’s Home Page they can search for an image, browse the gallery or navigate through the links on
the left hand side.
To add images they right-click an image on the webpage directly which opens up a dialogue box, or they can

		

choose to leave the tool bar open and drop and drag to the add area. Users also have the option to upload an

		

image from their desktop. Once chosen, users can add tags and create subalbums without having to log into

		

the website.

4 	Users may also manage albums and sub-albums on the website through the manage page, though to browse
		

collections they do not have to log in.
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Stimuleye Site Map

Wireframes
Bookmarklet
The bookmarklet dialogue box
opens from the browser bar or from

1

3

6

4

a simple right click when adding an

5

image.
2

7

y Image Drop Option to drop and drag to
add an image.

x Upload Image Upload images from
desktop.

c Name Field Image name.

v Album Pulldown Pull down to choose
album or edit to add to multiple albums.

b Sub-album Pull down to choose
sub-album or edit to add to multiple
sub-albums. Users can also manage

n Tag and Keywords Stimuleye will autogenerate 2 to 3 keywords from content
on the webpage or the user can
manually add and delete their own.

m Done Submit or cancel.

albums directly through edit and delete
link below gallery thumbnails.
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User home Page

1

Once users register and log in from
the Stimuleye landing page they

5

will be taken to their gallery Home

3

Page.

2

y User Account Pulldown Users can find

4

c Search Function Returns results from

b Top-level Albums Thumbnails

Help, About or Log Out of their account

keywords identified through tags,

Categories links are also displayed as

here. Also able to follow other members

categories or albums. Keywords are

albums the user can quickly visually

here.

generated through an auto-tag feature

browse. Album thumbnails are popu-

gathered from website content in

lated with the most recent image

addition to manual tags.

uploaded and are cropped to a standard

x Top-level Album Links The links menu
is populated by categories created by
the user. Albums are arranged alphabetically.

v Edit / Delete When logged in, the edit

200x200 px size.

and delete icons appear and users can
rename, add, or delete albums here.

Sub-album Page
If there are subcategories in albums, clicking on the album cover

2

will take the user to the Sub-Album
Page.

1

3

y Sub-Album Links Collapsible links,

x Sub-Albums Thumbnails Like the top-

c Edit When logged in, edit and delete

albums can be organized into sub-

level albums these subcategory albums

icons appear and users can rename, add,

categories that the user can add or

are populated by the most recent image

or delete sub-albums here. Users can

delete.

uploaded which links to a gallery page of

also drop and drag sub-albums to the

images.

left-side navigation for easy organization.
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Image Detail Page
Clicking an image in a sub-album
will take the user to the Image

1

Detail Page.

2

y Image Detail Hi res version of the image
with a width limit of 50% of the page.

x Description Includes date submitted,

3

c Edit Users can rename images, edit tags,

relevant tags which can be clicked to

reassign categories or delete here. They

view other images with that tag, and

can also drop and drag images into

other albums it resides in. If a description

multiple categories for easy organization.

has been written it will be listed here.
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2 The Elephant and Castle
Shopping Centre Project
The primary goal of this project was to create an interactive locative narrative that incorporates
the use of an iPhone in raising the interest of a target audience about the area of the Elephant
and Castle. Targeted at visitors to the E&C Shopping Centre, the idea was inspired by the
impending demolition of this historic centre for the planned regeneration of the area. The idea
was to create a scrapbook of videos, still images, sound clips, and texts to memorialise this oft
looked-down upon urban centre.
This art project was an experiment in the exploration of a landmark through crafting of experience. Creating a hybrid
space, we encouraged users to physically interact with the space within a digital platform, and supplied specific tasks
to unlock content within mapped areas of the shopping centre. An ever evolving patchwork of mini-stories, users were
encouraged to browse the gallery for others experiences with the option to generate their own content.
For our preliminary research we found reviews on the internet that indicated visitors opinions towards the centre were
generally unfavourable. Further research through one-on-one interviews and surveys confirmed our findings, though
interestingly enough people were curious about the planned demolition. From these findings we concluded that most
people go there out of necessity rather than enjoyment. Because of this, we wanted to engineer an experience that
would leave users with a positive experience of the shopping centre.

Interaction Task Flow
My role for this project was UX design in which I was involved with conducting preliminary user research, paper
prototype testing and interaction design.

1

Users begin anywhere within the shopping center by orienting themselves to the map.

2

From the main screen there are 3 floors to explore.

3 	The ground and 1st floor has 5 main sections that needs to be unlocked with a locative task to access content.
		 Each task involved a question in which the answer was to be found in the immediate vicinity.
		 Example: Enter the phone number of the payphone in hall to unlock this section.

4	Once unlocked users were then routed to a screen that presented 3 additional tasks which encouraged
		 participation with the space. Content was organized by the task in the form of text, sound, photo or video and
		

was intended to provide framework and context.

5	Users had the option to perform the task or browse the content after unlocking a section.
6	Users were also given the option to return to the main or help menu at anytime.
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Interaction Task Flow Diagram

Paper-prototyping
This was helpful in discovering
basic functionality issues before
development. We discovered that
the concept and navigation was
unclear so as a result we added an
introductionary video, help screen
and global navigation that allowed
the user to return to the main menu
at anytime. The paper prototyping
process gave us insight into usability and user comprehension of our
application.
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Wireframes
Welcome Screen
When users first open the app they
will be greeted with the Welcome
Screen. To access the app they
will need to register and log in.
This is required to ensure that the
users progress is saved since users

1

wouldn’t be able to access unlocked content unless saved.

2

Additionally, accounts would need
to be created to ensure posts can
be moderated against abuse.

3

4

5

Local Navigation

y
x

Register Registration for new users.

c

Log In Users who have already
registered may log in here. If they are
already logged in and return to this

v

page, the log in form will be replaced by

Video Intro Shows a brief video which

b

About Offers a brief description of the

explains the aims and concept of the

project and the development team

project.

behind it.

Instructions Offers brief text instructions
plus a guided tutorial through the app.

a log out button for switching users.

Floor Level Map

1

After leaving the Welcome Screen
users land on the map of the
shopping center and are instructed

4

to orient themselves to the map.

5

2

3

Global Navigation

Local Navigation

y

v

x
c

Back Button Goes back to the previous

Designated Sections When selected,

b

Floor Level Buttons Takes the user to

screen.

each section zooms in, detailing shop

other floors on the map. Present floor is

Home Button Goes to screen of the

names and stalls. If content is locked,

highlighted.

main level of which they are on.

a dialogue box appears requiring users

Help Button Links to the Welcome

to answer the question.

Screen to access more info.
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Section Unlock
Because current GPS technology

1

does not allow for the granular
detail of specific shops in the shop-

1

2

ping center, we assigned locative
tasks that required users seek out
answers within the immediate
vicinity.

3

Local Navigation

y

Breadcrumb Each section and

x

Unlock Dialogue Box Each section on

c

Submit Form Once the correct

subsequent pages will include a

each floor will have a question that

answer is given the section is unlocked

breadcrumb. This orients the user to

requires the user to seek the answer in

and the user is taken to the tasks screen.

the level and section they are on and

the immediate vicinity. These

allows them to immediately reach any of

questions will be relatively easy since

the previous screens they were on

the overarching objective is to have the

through the links.

user reach the tasks screen.

Section Tasks
Each section of each floor has three
unique tasks that the user can add

1

as content or browse in its gallery.
With a total of 11 sections spanning
three floors there are 33 unique
tasks in the application. Each task is
categorised into four media types–
photo, sound, text or video which is
indicated by the icon.

Local Navigation

y

Task Buttons Selecting one will take you
to the View Task screen. The icon visually
indicates what the category of task is so
that users can quickly choose if they
have a preference.
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view Task
This screen displays the task in a
larger font size for readability. Users
3

have the option of adding content
right away or viewing the gallery
first. The Add Content button
will appear different according to
the task category (camera, video,
pencil, or microphone icon) Once
1

selected it directs you to a Content

2

Posting screen.

Local Navigation

y

Add Content The user can choose to

c

View All This takes the user to the main

add content by selecting the icon. Once

gallery that displays all unlocked content

selected this will route to the Post

organized by section and task.

	Content screen.

x

Task Gallery This will take you to the
task specific gallery.

Content Posting

2

1

Users arrive here from the View
Task screen. Each category of task

3

will display differing interfaces depending on the media type being

4

uploaded. Beside is an example of
the camera interface.

5

6

Local Navigation

y

View Finder Camera mode display and

c

image view.

x

Cancel Button Returns you to the View

v

	Task screen.

b

Publish Tags the image with metadata

n

Snapshot Takes the photo. After the

and uploads the image to gallery .

photo is taken it will display in the

Trash Deletes photo and returns view

viewfinder. To return to camera mode

finder to camera mode.

users must first choose to delete or

Previous Image Displays last image

publish.

uploaded.
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Gallery View
Two galleries views are available. Task Gallery and View All.
The View All gallery displays all

2

1

unlocked content and allows users
to filter images by view all, media
type, task, favorites, or by user
account. Content is separated by
task.

Local Navigation

y

Gallery Thumbnails Click any image to
view it’s detail.

x

Add Content Goes to directly to
Content Posting page if user decides
they’d like to post.

Image Detail
To view the image detail users
browse and selects an image in

1

2

Gallery View. Users also have the
slide show in full screen option to
quickly look through them. Information about the image such as
author, date, and task keywords is
auto generated and tagged.

3

4

5

6

Local Navigation

y

Image View Displays higher resolution

x

added and the name of the task.

image and touch scroll back and forth
as a slide show.

Back to Table of Contents

Tags and Metadata Lists relevant data
such as the username submission, date

image. Can view full screen by clicking

c

Favorite button Add as a favourite.

v
b
n

Comments View and add comments.
Flag Flag for review.
Scroll arrows Scrolls through each
Image Detail page in the gallery.
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3 rEmote
rEmote is a communication tool
for long distance lovers who
long for a more intimate and
meaningful way to connect with
their partner.
Rather than relying on contemporary modes of communication such as texting, mobile and chat technologies, rEmote aims to create the experience of connection through ubiquitous computing. Although there’s
no substitution for real life presence, rEmote attempts
to bridge the gap for long distance lovers by enabling
them to connect in a meaningful way.
Originally we wanted to create something that electronically tethers to a keepsake the user carries with them while
they are away. This was meant to draw added meaning and sentimentality by urging the user to consider the keepsake
as a symbolic representation of their loved one. It then becomes a metaphor for their loved one’s presence much in
the way our closest friends and family occupy a place in our hearts. Conceptually, we know they are there whenever
we need them. Though they may not preoccupy our thoughts constantly, the comfort in knowing that they are there
alleviates the loneliness one might feel when we can’t physically be close to them.
Focusing on a user-centred approach we based our design choices on the aesthetic of experience rather than the
visual aesthetic of the product. We conducted extensive user research in order to find out what users want to communicate with theirs lovers and when. With this in mind, our attempt was to emotionally engage the user by crafting a
meaningful experience.
As the interaction and user experience designer I began with a rough sketch of a prototype. Originally, a cube was
chosen because I thought its affordances would naturally encourage users to turn it on its faces in addition to keeping
the mapping simple because of its limited number of sides.
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research
Methods of research were done through focus group
testing, questionaires, heuristic evaluation and user
testing to determine shape, colors, moods, who they
preferred to communicate with and what they would
want to say.
Personas and storyboards were then used to systematically specify behaviours that could clearly define
the product’s functions through its primary context for
interaction. A user task flow was formulated to iron out
basic functionality. We kept the gestures minimal (turning on it’s side or shaking) and the mapping simple.
Through focus group testing we discovered that users
overwhelmingly preferred the spherical cube shape and
applied that to the final prototype.

Language and mapping

serious
The faces love
correlated to six general
categories of emo-

love

tions that through our surveys, indicated what users

serious

would like to communicate with their partners. Colors
were chosen on documented research of pre-existing
associations between colors and emotions as well as

happy
user testing, though it proved inconclusive.sad
Additionally
we took into account the pairing of opposite and adja-

sad

happy

cent faces in our prototype, grouping them together in
a way that made the most sense.

sleep
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Considerations
Working closely with the usability expert and industrial designer to making it as user-friend as possible we considered
some key issues.
Key Considerations
1. Scrapped the keepsake idea because of the affordances made using an RFID card difficult.
2. Feedback for all interactions and how a user would understand that feedback.
3. Limited gestures, simplified language, and mapping limited to only one input per face.
4.	Error notifications for when the object experiences technical difficulties such as being unable to connect to the
internet or the database. The solution was to have the object blink a white light to indicate the need for
troubleshooting.
5. Sustainability: included a powermode function to conserve energy while the user is away. The solution was to add a
seventh and smaller face to one corner with a powermode icon.
6. Names of the faces were kept to single verbs or adjectives with the idea that we didn’t want to confuse the concept
of the cube as an emoting object but rather a representational object that can induce an emotional reaction from
the user.
7. Making the faces opaque to limit the potential confusion the user may encounter between the sending and
receiving of messages.

Interaction table
Interaction	Output

Other indicators

Sending Love

steady pink glow
med intensity

On - turned on face, as normal

Serious

slow pulsing green glow
med intensity

Offline / msg not sent - flashing white light

Blue/Feeling Sad

slow pulsing blue glow
med intensity

Happy / Feeling Good

steady yellow glow
high intensity

Desire / Lust

steady red glow
med intensity

Dreaming / Sleeping

slow pulsing purple glow
low intensity

Back to Table of Contents
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Interaction Task Flow

Algorithmic Flow Chart

1 	Toggle switch inside cube to on. Install or download
software. Must be connected to the internet. Perform

" "

set up. Interface feedback will be through screen.
During set-up computer will cycle through power
modes to indicate it is working and then stay in

 



powersave mode. To get out of powersave mode

!" 
" "
"
!

and initiatethe 1st message user must shake then

"

place on desired message facing up.
#!" 
"!

2 Object 1: Is in powersave mode, send message
[Love]. Once message is sent, feedback --> flash pink

"

on, slow fade out. Output is 0. [Love] side faced up
Object 2: Is not currently connected.

%#
$""
!

3 Object 2: Set up. Connect. Needs to send message



!

before connecting to object 1. Shake then place face

# ""


message up [Happy]. Feedback --> flash yellow on,
slow fade out. slowly fades on to steady pink glow.
Object 1: Is now connected and fades into a


 "

steady yellow glow.
"!!

Present States
Object 1: output steady yellow glow, [Love] side up
Object 2: output steady pink glow, [Happy] side up

"

"!"
!

 
!""
#"

4 Object 1: Now turned to happy. feedback --> flash

!



yellow, slow fade out. Slow fade back to steady pink.
Object 2: Slow fade out. Slow fade into steady
yellow glow.

"
"

!"
" 
!"%

!"%

 "%
!""""
"!

Present States
Object 1: output steady pink glow, [Happy] side up
Object 2: output steady yellow glow, [Love] side up

# "!

5 Object 1: Leaves. Turn on corner. Output fades to off.
Object 2: Fades out completely. (last message stored
is content/happy but will not resume until object is
powered on)
Present States
Object 1: output 0, turned on corner
Object 2: output 0, [Hello] side faced up
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